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Nixon, Chou meet
In private session
PEKING (API- President Nixon and
Premier Chou En-lai apparently have
plunged into the heart of discussions to
span the gulf left by 22 years of
hostility.
Nixon said before he arrived that he
expected h:s meetings with Chou would
last two hours, but yesterday's session
went on for almost four Only their close
advisors were present
The Chinese left little doubt they
attach great importance to Nixon's
mission
On Monday, he met
unexpectedly with the usually remote
Mao Tse-tung. Then the Chinese press
broke its silence on Nixon's visit and
splashed the story with pictures of
Nixon with Mao and Chou

Wooly
wear

A. lh» iclting tun't ray* play b.lwttn Terri Carrion, left, and Margie Solo,
tophomoro (Id.), wooly winter woar i> a romindor that winter't chill it still in
tho air.

Legal aid plan studied
By Terence Cocbraa
Staff Reporter
The Student Body Organization
(SBOl is considering plans to establish
a legal information service on campus.
Mike Sprague. student vice president
of rules and regulations, said yesterday
SBO has been investigating the
possibility of acquiring either a
University of Toledo law student or a
professional lawyer for the legal aid
Sprague said he recently discussed
the idea with the dean of the TU law
school and found, although the school
had a favorable attitude toward the
proposal, "there's a lot of red tape
involved "
"FIRST OF all. we have to have the
approval of the local bar association."
Sprague explained "We have to assure
them we're not taking clientele away
from the lawyers with our service."
He said there may be problems with
acquiring an actual lawyer since there
is the possibility of a solicitation
charge.
"There's a chance that a lawyer
might refer legally needy cases to

himself." Sprague explained
The difficulties are compounded by
the fact that a similar legal counseling
service at Kent State University is
running into difficulties in the Ohio
Attorney General's office.
A legal aid service has been
operating at Kent since last March.
according to Lee Mengle. Kent State
student advocate.
"The service employs the use of two
local Kent attorneys, who at present
work without being paid.
"A question has arisen, though, as to
whether we can use state funds for such
legal services," Mengle said.
MENGLE explained that the legal
counsel to KSU, the assistant attorney
general for the state, issued a letter to
the university suggesting that funds
could not be used for legal counseling
The money comes from the Student
Activities Fund. Mengle said.
The problem was taken to the KSU
Board of Trustees, which in turn asked
for an opinion from the Ohio Attorney
General.
Mengle said the Attorney General's
office has yet to issue a formal opinion.

although an early report suggests it
questions the use of the state funds
Sprague said a legal counselor at this
University would likely have to be paid
through SBO funds.
SPRAGUE added that the legal
information service is "definitely in
great n ~ed around here "
He So he imagines in. service
would hai.Jle a large numbei of housing
and apartment legal complaints, as
well as city traffic ticket problems
"and a number of other
misunderstandings which are bound to
arise "
Art Toalston. student body president,
said he doesn't think the Kent Stale
legal service situation will make much
difference in the initiation of such a
service here.
"We would have the Attorney
General put the clamps on us
individually, rather than quit from the
start because of Kent State." Toalston
said. "Hopefully, we can avoid some of
the mistakes they (Kent) have made

AND LAST NIGHT Chiang Ching.
wife of Mao, along with Chou and his
wife, took the Nixons to a ballet with a
revolutionary theme. Chiang Ching,
firebrand "f the cultural revolution in
the late 1960s, sat at Nixon's left
On his right was Chou. who has
expressed hope that the presidential
visit could lead to normalization of
relations between their nations
On Monday. Nixon and Chou held a
largely ceremonial meeting in the
Great Hall of the People Yesterday the
meeting room Was small. Chou and
Nixon faced each other across a
rectangular table only a few feet wide.
Nixon was accompanied only by a
translator and Henry A. Kissinger,
presidential advisor on national
security. Secretary of Stale William P.
Rogers held a separate conference with
China's foreign minister. Chi Pen-fei.

Toalston said the bus will start at 9
a.m. and will make runs every half
hour from eight locations on campus
Greg Jackson, director of the Office
of Voter Facilitation, said to qualify to
register here a person must be an
American citizen. 18 years of age
before May 2 to vote in the May

ALTHOUGH A warm atmosphere
reportedly prevailed at the banquet
Monday evening, the only official
response concerning Nixon's surprise
meeting earlier that day with Mao
from both Chinese and American
sources was "frank and serious."
According to Associated Press
sources, in Communist terminology,
such a description means the hour-long
talk ended in fundamental
disagreement.
However, the same sources said the
atmosphere at the banquet indicated
that no matter how far apart Nixon and
Mao seemed to be. the United States
and China would try in the coming-days
to end more than 20 years of enmity
between the two countries.

Number please?
Sorry, but 372-2710 and 372-2J19 are no longer working numbers.
At least not for The BG News.
The new telephone number for the newspaper office is

372-2003
I: H

British brigade bombed
ALDERSHOT. England lAP)- Seven
persons including five women, a
chaplain and a male civilian, died at
Britain's biggest army base yesterday
in a bombing aimed at avenging
Londonderry's "Bloody Sunday "
The chaplain killed was a Roman
Catholic who had been decorated for
risking his life working for peace in
Northern Ireland

Parachute Brigade at Aldershot. "the
home of the British army."
In Dublin the official wing of the I rish
Republican Army said the blow was to
avenge the deaths of 13 Londonderry .
civilians in a Jan. 30 clash with
paratroopers from this brigade.
It claimed a triumph for its
"successful retaliatory operation" but
regreted the civilian casualties.

Nineteen persons, including 12
officers, were injured in the attack on
the headquarters of Britain's elite 16th

A STUNNED House of Commons
heard Home Secretary Reginald
Maudling condemn "this outrage" and
vow a massive search for the bombers.
Police surrounded the base 40 miles
southwest of London.
The priest blown to pieces with the
other dead was Capt. Gerry Weslon, 38.
He recently received the MBEMember of the British Empire.
The 1st paratroop battalion of the
16th brigade was involved in the clash
with Londonderry rioters. It is still in
Ulster. The army rejects charges that

the paratroopers fired indiscriminately
at unarmed civilians.
Repeating this stance, the army told
a British court of inquiry in Ulster that
the troops fired only at suspected
guerrillas and only after snipers fired
at them first.
The inquiry in Coleraine, about 25
miles from Londonderry, is being
conducted by Lord Chief Justice
Widery, Britain's top judge. Tuesday it
went into its second day of hearings
into what happened on "Bloody
Sunday."
ELSEWHERE in Northern Ireland.
troops clashed with rioting mourners at
the Belfast funeral of a 14-year-old IRA
junior guerrilla, victim of an apparent
training mishap.
Troops were trampled in the funeral
procession melee. A community
worker said at least three women were
injured.

Student talent aired
over closed circuit

primary or 18 by November 7 for the
general election. A person must also
have lived in Ohio for six months and in
the county and precinct for 30 days.
Anyone who is registered in his
hometown can re-register in Bowling
Green, according to Jackson.

BG Student Closed Circuit
Productions will present its first
program this evening at 7 on Channel 3
The program is the result of efforts
last quarter by graduate assistants in
speech to establish a more unrestricted
outlet for creative student talent.
The first program will include two
one-act plays, "Act Without Words II"
by Samuel Beckett and "The Joke" by
Scott Sheperd, graduate student here.

"WE WANT to emphasize to students
that registering to vote in Bowling
Green means there will be no necessity
for absentee ballots from their old
hometown areas." Jackson said.
Jackson said by voting in the city,
students will also have the chance to
vote "on familiar issues and, to some
extent, have the power to elect those
officials who make policies directly
affecting them."
Toalston said the drive and student
vote in Bowling Green will be valuable
because "the University supplies onehalf the financial reason for the city's
existence and thus students should have
a voice in city politics."
toalston also said there is still a
substantial amount of polarization
between the town and the students and,
by increasing student involvement in.
city affair*, a better community spirit
might evolve.

12 miles west of Peking, admiring the
lacquered throne room of the Dowager
Empress and the jade flowers
Ms Nixon also paid an unexpected
visit to the Peking Zoo, and while
looking at the pandas disclosed that
Chou is giving a pair of the rare
animals to the United States. Nixon is
giving the Chinese a pair of musk ox,
largely unknown in China.

Seven killed, 19 injured

until next Tuesday

TOALSTON said posters, radio spots.
pamphlets, dormitory announcements
and newspaper advertisements will be
used to inform students of the drive.
The Student Body Organization and
the Office of Voter Facilitation, which
are co-sponsoring the drive, have
rented a bus to transport students who
wish to register to the Wood County
Board of Elections

THE BALLET, in six acts, was
presented before about 2,000
spectators. Then the Nixons bade
farewell to their hosts and left for the
government guest house assigned to
them.
Ms. Nixon began her sight-seeing
with a visit to the kitchens of the
famous Peking Hotel. She
complimented the chefs and tasted a
few dishes
Later she toured the Summer Palace

CHOU AND Nixon were jovial and
friendly. They laughed while posing for

Voter drive put off

A drive to register University
students to vote in Bowling Green
originally scheduled for today, has been
postponed until Tuesday. Feb 29.
Art Toalston. student body president,
cited inadequate publicity as the major
reason for postponing the drive.
Toalston said if the drive would have
been held today "it would have been a
disaster.
"We need a little more time to let
people know about it." he said.

photographers. Then the doors closed
behind them
No statement came out of the
meeting except the expected
announcement that Nixon and Chou are
to continue their discussions today
The ballet was held in the third-floor
auditorium of the Great Hall of the
People
There unfolded a three-hour ballet in
the manner of Chiang Ching-'The Red
Detachment of Women." Mao's wife
had promoted and sponsored the
modern ballet. It featured the struggle
of a poor peasant girl who finds
salvation in the People's Liberation
Army from the tyranny of a landlord.

Newtfm**** by Morcy Lttnitw

No
entrance

Tom Bond, graduate student, finds out the hard
way that the OCMI doer to University Hall it often

PERFORMERS in both plays are
students at the University.
The movie "Iliad." filmed by a
speech class, will also be aired.
The final portion of the program will
be "Disorientation-A Story of College
Life" by Manfred Dobbeck, senior
(B.A.).
Students may view the program on
any closed circuit television set located
in several classrooms across campus.
The program will also be broadcast
at 7 Thursday night. It will run about an
hour and IS minutes.
Any student Interested in
contributing ideas for future programs

should1 contact Brian Naughton,
teaching fellow, at WBGU-TV. Channel
70, J72-2676v
Last quarter, Naughton said the
program would give undergraduates in
broadcasting the opportunity for
immediate experience and training.
THE GOALS of the program, as
outlined last November, are:
-To serve as a production and
training facility for students interested
in any area of broadcasting, but who
have had no experience.
-To act as an intermediate step
between classroom work and the
professional television job.
-To increase campus communication
between the administration and
students and between students and
other students.
-To serve as a creative outlet into the
mass media for students in
departments such as music, theater,
art, popular culture, experimental
studies. English, dance and other areas
of the speech department.

Paf* 2 /Tk. tO N.w», W^n.«lay, F.b.oory 21, I f 72
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people, not power
A TV commentator describing the President's arrival in China
Sunday night labeled Nixon as the leader of the "greatest country
in the world."
It's disturbing that this first meeting in decades between the
governmental leaders of the United States and China should be
laced with glib commentary about a "great" meeting a "not-sogreat."
No one is expecting this meeting to lead to an immediate
proposal for peace. In fact, we've been told time and time again
by everyone concerned that nothing earth-shaking will come from
the conference.
However, the meeting is a first step in improving
communications between the two countries-a first step only if
the United States meets China as a representative of a group of
human beings, rather than a representative of a concept of power.
People are the important aspect of this meeting-people
attempting to exist together on the same planet without
destroying each other.
But people and the respect they should hold for others as human
beings will be completely forgotten if the only thing we or the
Chinese can do is boas! about who is greater . or better or more
powerful

harmless changes
It's amusing to go through old policies and regulations to see
what it was like to attend the University years ago--lights out at
11 p.m.. Sunday best clothes in class, no running in the halls or
slamming doors.
But what's more important to note when chuckling over a
regulation barring use of the restrooms between 10 p.m. and 6:30
a.m. is the fact that policies can and do change.
The rules students lived under then-the rules we live under
now-- are not almighty proclamations They don't stand for what
was, is now, and ever shall be at this University.
Today when students demand autonomous open house policies
in dormitories, a typical reaction is-My God, we can't allow that!
However, it's quite conceivable that back in the 1920s when
someone proposed liberalizing the policy requiring women to be
in their dormitories by 7 p.m., someone else said the very same
thing-My God, we can't allow thai!
But they did...and the University survived.
In 1923, a proposal to permit students to hear music other than
patriotic, classical or religious selections probably would have
given another administrator heart failure, but they're playing
rock, jazz, soul and blues now...and the University survived.
It makes a person wonder whether all the proposals creating
such an uproar now-autonomy in dormitories, liberalized birth
control policies at the health center, permission for freshmen or
sophomores to move off campus-are really as dangerous as their
opponents make them sound.
We bet they could be implemented and the University would
still survive.

'I THINK YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO THROW IT BACK TO HIM.'

opinion

closer sfock research needed
ByJohaPttlmu
Oml Staeeat Cetamabt
It might seem analogous that the
demand by the SBO to sell four stocks
held by the BGSU Foundations Inc. is
part of the organization's attempt to
rebolster their image in the eyes c» the
student body.
But even considering that Steve
Hoffman and Mike Ward are genuine in
backing their demand, it seems they did
not do the amount of research necessary
before presenting a truthful and accurate
argument
So, here are some of the numeric
statistics that the SBO should have
obtained before presenting their
argument All of these figures were
obtained from sources available to any
person desiring the information.
The statistics were obtained from Mr.
James Lessig, Mr. Carl Peschel and the
(our companies' annual reports on file in
the library.
(1) The Foundation holds over 9,000
shares of stock in 32 different companies
in addition to some other funds. Only 628

campus colloquy

go where the action is
By Heary Maacial
Editor's Note: htermattoially kaowi (or
Mi moltoi picture scorei, wfcick have
earied him 12 Academy Award
aomiaatioit aad three goldee Otcara;
all TV theme!; his mllltoi lelllac
aJkami, which have Betted over M
Grammy Awards; hit TV specials aad
hit camaai aad lymahoay orckeilra
concerts, Mr. Maacial U a composer.
ceadactor aad arraager of aaaiual
talent.
The only basic problem with young
people seeking a professional career in
music Is that they are always in a hurry.
The years of study required to achieve
any degree of recognition in the field
invariably turns all but the supremely
dedicated individual away from pursuing
such a career

If I were to look for an equation for the
success 1 have enjoyed, it would have to
be equal parts of craftsmanship and
experience, plus a full measure of luck
and multiplied by great lengths of lime.
I've been asked by many budding
musicians if I always had a burning inner
ambition to compose and play. In our
family there was always a great love of
music Inn 1 never felt myself to be a
"driven" creative genius.
I don't subscribe to the cliche which
has all musicians burning the midnight
oil. composing feverishly wherever and
whenever the mood strikes. I rarely
compose for my own pleasure.
It's usally a film or TV assignment or
arranging for an upcoming concert or
record that sets my musician's mind to
work.
When 1 am working, it's during normil
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hours. I also set myself a deadline for
completion and work steadily to that
end-I don't like to be rushed.
To acquire this kind of craftsmanship,
one needs instruction and the capability
of applying that knowledge. Colleges and
universities abound in good teacherssome more than others in a particular
field.
AN INSTRUMENTALIST has
different needs from those of the
struggling composer or arranger. The
instrumentalist must have a good
teacher, but the composer and arranger
requires teachers and an orchestra
which will "sound" the written notes.
But it is truly after graduation that the
musician really begins to feel the pinch.
For a time, applying any new found craft
in local surroundings is satisfactory, but
all too soon the more gifted becomes
restless and dissatisfied with the lack of
continuing challenges or new
opportunities.
At this time, I say "Go where the
action is." To arrange or compose for
films and television one must go to
Hollywood. The instrumentalist must
pack up for New York. Hollywood or
Chicago.
A singer soon discovers the most of that
most of the major recording studios are
in New York, Hollywood and Nashville.
Those with stage aspirations must make
Broadway their goal. Leaving familiar
and safe surroundings and receptive ears
is a hard move to make, but it must be
made.
During the difficult period of
readjustment, I encourage the novice to
meet as many people in a similar field as
humanly possible. Don't become a
nuisance, but leave no stone unturned, no
possible contact untouched.
Also try to keep learning on a more
professional level, especially from those
who can provide insight as to what is
expected of a professional In a particular
field.
Success la not usually easy or fast. The
luxury of becoming a discouraged and
quitting is always present. During the
difficult time* during my early career, I
often found myself asking If this was
what I realty wanted. My answer then is
the same one I would give today, an
■■qualified "Yea."

ofthese(or7 percent lore hold in the four
blacklisted industries.
12) Every industry in America can be
connected with contributing to the war
or "American imperialism" through the
taxes they pay which is nearly always SO
per cent of gross income. Most of the
large industries hold government
contracts, some, but not necessarily all.
of which are with the Dept. of Defense.
(3) The value of these four stocks that
the Foundation has totals 171.000
(market value as of Feb. 111. This
constitutes 13 per cent of the $550,000 the
Foundation has invested
(4) The largest portion of any of the
companies thai the Foundation owns is in
Magnavox where they own 00058 per
cent of the total outstanding shares.
They only hold .000069 of the IBM shares.
This is hardly a ratio which would give
the Foundation any voice in the
cc-porations' activities
(SI MAGNAVOX has the largest
amount of government contracts with
$124 million or 23 per cent of their annual
sales However, these were not all
defense contracts and the percentage
profit from these sales were not as high
as from their other sales.
Of the approximately $10 million profit
on these sales after expenses and taxes,
the portion of this which could have
resulted if all of the Foundations
investment were applied toward the
government contracts would equal $10
million times 00058 per cent or $58 This

doesn't seem like a large contribution
toward the war effort on the
Foundation's part to me.
(61 The annual report for I.E. du Pont
includes a section concerning its
government contracts where it states
"Less than 2 per cent of the Company's
sales were to the U.S government and
its contractors." A company whose
income is determined by only 2 per cent
as a result of government contracts
hardly fits the description of the SBO.
(71 Any person paying income taxes or
buying U.S. Savings Bonds contributes
directly to the government's war efforts
and its imperialism.
(8) There are no countries where U.S.
industry is forcing the people there to let
them have plants and facilities abroad.
U.S. industry is able to give its
customers better articles at less cost due
to overseas production.
Also consider that were the resources
shipped to the U.S. for production, costs
would be astronomical, and the U.S.
would no longer be able to compete with
the other nations on an even basis.
(9) A cursory glance at the different
projects in the annual reports should
immediately prove that all of these
companies do more for the betterment of
American living through research, their
gifts to charities, their reclamation
plants, their sponsoring of cultural
events, their products which facilitate
handicapped and mentally retarded, and
the ecological research that one could
not even compare the harm that may

come from their 'war materials' on an
even basis. They could never dream of
making enough on government contracts
to finance the monies spent on
advantageous projects.
TO DEMAND THE Foundation to sell
these stocks because the industries they
represent are involved in some way with
the war will in no way influence the
actions of the companies. They won't
miss the Foundation's investment nor
will they change their production lines if
the investment is removed.
To succumb to the demand would only
hurt the Foundation and the students who
receive the $21,000 in aid from it. It will
also limit the other projects of the
Foundation such as the $20,000
microscope recently purchased for the
biology department.
Would this be the end of the demands
from the SBO and other organizations?
Most probably not. To deny the
Foundation the right to fulfill its purpose
in a legal and prosperous way is a right I
doubt that the SBO has or should ever
have. The scholarships are helping train
people to be educated and someday help
straighten out the world's mess.
Think about it a little Ward and
Hoffman and if you have the feeling that
the Foundation should not hold a partial
interest in a war supporting industry,
then why don't you turn your efforts
toward changing the companies by going
to the companies themselves'
Who knows, you may even get an
answer.

Lerrers
health service career series
In contrast to the usual high standards
of The News. I feel the paper has done a
great disservice to those persons
interested in entering a health service
career.
Specifically, the article entitled
"Requirements for Medical Careers" on
February 16 was characterized by a
general lack of preparation or interest.
Upon investigation, the writer found
that The News obtained its information
from a chart in the Career Placement
Office. The article did, indeed, appear to
be a chart put into words.
The harm lies in the fact that many
seriously misleading deletions and
errors were made Besides giving a very
superficial scanning of career
opportunities, the most blatant
shortcoming was in listing training
requirements. As one example. I would
like to correct several mistakes in the
prerequisites for medical school.
First. The News stated that premeds
must major in chemistry and minor in
biology. To the contrary, today most
medical schools are looking for students
who show a proficiency in the science

side by side
It it difficult to believe that mere
coincidence could have placed the letters
from Paul Parnell and Russell Van
Meter alongside each other in last
Wednesday's BG News.
Whatever the circumstances we should
all be grateful, for there could not have
been a more meaningful juxtaposition.
P.R. Wigg
School of Art

requirements but have majored in other
fields, such as the humanities.
For example, a girl from BG was
accepted to medical school last year
with a French major. Therefore,
students that have majored in other than
chemistry or biology need not feel shut
out. As a matter of fact, the base
requirements for most medical schools
can be completed in just over a year.

They are general and organic chemistry,
general biology and physics.

THE PAPER THEN stated that the
Medical College Admissions Test must
be passed This is not a test to be passed.
Its results are correlated with the
student's course background and
accume. Therefore, a sociology student,
for example, could demonstrate his
intellectual ability in that particular
portion of the test.
It was further stated that a minimum
of 36 hours beyond the bachelor's degree
level is required. However. 22 per cent of
last year's freshman class at Ohio
State's medical school were third-year
undergraduates.
Chuck Ealey is just a bit over-rated
Case-Western Reserve even accepted S
I'm afraid. Northwest Ohio and blacks per cent as second-year undergraduates.
are only slightly biased in viewing In this case. Bowling Green grants a
bachelor degree in absentia after
Ealey's accomplishments.
Back home in Baltimore, when I completion of the first year in med
mentioned the Tangerine Bowl and school.
Toledo. I got nothing but questions about
Finally, it was printed that medical
what is the Tangerine Bowl, who is schools follow a four year program.
Toledo and what is a Chuck Ealey? They Within the last five years, most state
think the MAC is something you eat. Ask supported schools have switched to three
anyone outside the Big MAC what team year programs.
To all of those students who would like
has the longest winning streak and their
to learn more about careers in the health
answer will be Nebraska.
services or have questions on which
William Jones may have a point course to follow in attaining them, I offer
concerning Jimmy Jones but maybe the an invitation to the Alpha Epsilon Delta
pro scouts still remember the lesson Premed-Day on April IS at 10 a.m..
Denver learned with Martin Briscoe, Room 112 Life Sciences Building.
another black quarterback who couldn't
This Is an opportunity to bear guest
cut it in the pros, he's now a receiver speakers from around the state lecture
which further destroys the on medical and dental schools, nursing
misconception of the "Mack quota and medical technology. Afterwards, the
system".
student Is encouraged to talk with the
If such a system existed Briscoe would speakers on bis particular situation. This
have been cut and sure wouldn't be in pro program is a must for all students
football.
interested In the health services..
Plan to attend.
CraigPiette
Edward Walker
233Greenview
143 W Wooster

pro draft

t K. M Now., WlJmi^, Mewry 33, Wl/Fafa I

Kennedy fre"e in Aden

Hijackers release 172
ADEN, South Yeman
(API-Arab
hijackers
released all 172 passengers
aboard a commandeered
jumbo jel yesterday, the
Aden news agency reported.
The passengers included
Joseph P. Kennedy III, 19year-old eldest son of the
late Sen. Robert F Kennedy

SBO election
petitions due
today at 5 p.m.
Petitions (or the March 8
Student Body Organization
election are due today before
S p.m in 405 Student
Services Bldg
The election is being held
to select a student body
president, vice president,
coordinator for academic
affairs, coordinator for state
and community affairs,
coordinator for cultural
affairs, student representative to the Board of
Trustees and the eight members of the steering commit:
Uc

Black
Culture

The women and children
were released first and,
hours later, the hijackers
were persuaded to free the
men. The Lufthansa jet was
seized on a flight from Asia
to Europe and forced to fly
to Aden.
' LUFTHANSA officials in
Frankfurt said most of the
women and children left last
night for Beirut, although a
few women chose to remain
in Aden with their husbands.
The news agency said Foreign Minister Mohamed
Sal eh Aulaqi and at least two
other Cabinet ministers
spent three hours in tough
negotiations with the hijackers to obtain freedom
for the 120 men. The number
of male passengers had been
given previously as 136.
The agency said the five
Palestinian Arab hijackers,
who brandished dynamite,
hand grenades and pistols
while holding the men hostage, would retain only the
pi trie's 16 crew members
until their demands

met. Those demands were
not made public.
THE ' HIJACKERS
described themselves as
members of the Palestine
Liberation Force.
The plane was seized Monday night in New Delhi,
where young Kennedy
boarded after a visit to India
and Bangladesh with his
uncle. Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy.
British officials in London
reported that Southern
Yemen authorities had

Informed British Ambassador Arthur Kellas that
there was no question of the
plane being blown up.
Kellas said the hijackers
appeared to be linking the
fate of the airliner with
demands for the release of
Arabs Imprisoned in West
Germany.
An Iraqi news agency
report Identified the hijackers earlier as members
of the Organization for Victims of Zionist Occupation
(VOZO).

By l*>u* Haghes
Should draft resisters be
granted amnesty''
More than three-fourths of
the 200 students contacted in
an amnesty survey said they
were in favor of granting a
certain degree of amnesty to
resisters.
Participants in the survey
from a aamp-

ling of names taken from the
University telephone books.
Their opinions on amnesty
were obtained through telephone interviews.
ALTHOUGH most participants strongly favored some
form of amnesty, there was
little consensus as to the
conditions of a pardon.
Of those in favor of
amnesty, more than 40 per
cent responded they would
support a proposal for
Immediate action.
The remainder were
evenly divided between proposals for amnesty within
the near future and proposals to go into effect after
the end of the Vietnam war.
Shelly Mattson. senior
(Ed.)}said she would prefer
a proposal which would be
implemented in the near
future.
"Immediately is too drastic," she said. "I don't think
most people could accept
It."
She also said she believes
to wait until the war is over
is like "waiting forever."
Ronald Doughty, senior
(Ed.), said he is opposed to
any type of amnesty.
"THOSE WHO have
served and died in Vietnam
have contributed something
to their country, whether the

Pentagon Papers at Issue

Branch plans
poetry reading

arm of the Unitarian Universalist Association.
AT ISSUE before the court
is the meaning of the
constitutional provision that

r Home - Cooked "I

i
Thursday night i
i
The Firelands branch i
campus is sponsoring a poetry reading in the student
lounge at 8 p.m. Thursday.
Professor Howard L.
McCord, director of the Master of Fine Arts program at
the University, will read
some of the poetry.

members of Congress "shall
not be questioned in any
other place" for "any speech
or debate."
If aides and "third parties" can be questioned.

Student co-op sets
U. Holl book trade
The BG Student Co-op will
hold a book exchange beginning next week.
According to Dave Lefko.
president of the co-op. the
store on First Street will be
closed during the exchange.
All transactions will take
place at tables set up In
University Hall.
"It's easier for students to
get to us at University Hall
than the location on First
Street," said Jerry Borer,
member of the co-op's Board
of Directors. He said the coop was looking into a possible campus location.
According to Lefko, the
exchange, which will run

■

i
i
i

I

Breakfast
Try our
DAILY
SPECIALS

CRANKER'S
RESTAURANT

307 S. MAIN

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Art 112 students ware assigned to make masks incorporating eamathing
biological and mechanical with a personification of themselves. Their creations
are shown above.

Survey reveals amnesty issue views

From
'***' Em** Johnson, freshman (Ed), Bill Peguei,
freshman (Ed.), Tom Newborn and Charles Rainbow,
students in a home economics 107 class, prepare a bulletin
board on the black family for Black Culture Week.

WASHINGTON (APl-The
Supreme Court yesterday
agreed to decide whether a
federal grand jury may question aides of Sen. Mike
Gravel (D-Alaskal and
"third parties'' about
arrangements for publication of the Pentagon Papers.
Gravel had challenged in
an appeal the leeway
granted the grand jury by
the U.S. Circuit Court in Boston. The Justice Department, on the other hand, contended in a separate appeal
that unjustified restrictions
had been imposed.
The high court granted
both sides a hearing without
further comment.
Gravel, a critic of the
Vietnam war, disclosed portions of the war study papers
last June at a midnight
meeting of a Senate subcommittee. He later
arranged for publication of a
four-volume edition by Beacon Press, the publishing

Art
creations

until March 3, will not handle any money. Instead, the
co-op will have students sign
information cards. The
information cards will be
kept on file at University
Hall tables and will be
presented to students who
desire to exchange books
through the co-op.
Memberships and sign-up
sheets for volunteers are
available at the co-op table
in University Hall.

Gravel's appeal said. It
would become impossible
for members of Congress to
get the help they need to adequately do their official
work.

cause was right or wrong,
and have proven themselves
worthy to be citizens," he
said.
Doughty, who said he will
volunteer for Vietnam duty
after his basic training is
completed, said he was not
"talking off the top of his
head.
"It's .. good thing they
(draft resisters) left,
because I don't think they're
Americans," he said. Ife
added that the United States
would be better off without
them.
A recent proposal spon-

sored by Sen. Robert A Tafl
of Ohio calls for a qualified
amnesty, which would give
exiled men a year to return
to the Slates without fear of
criminal prosecution.
The men would then have
to serve three years in the
armed forces, VISTA,
veterans hospitals, or public
health service hospitals.
THE MAJORITY of stu
dents who favored amnesty
believed either the Taft proposal or a more lenient program would be suitable
Pat La Sola, senior (Ed i.

SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK
HUB. SERVICE

SIGMA CHI CHARITY
DATE NIGHT
GIRLS HOW ABOUT A DATE JHURS MITE'
AN EVENING OF WINING DINING AND DANCING
WITH A BROTHER OF SIGMA CHI

PROCEEDS WILL GO TO CHARITY
CALL MOM GATES FOR THE BROTHER
OF YOUR CHOICE - 372-2267

Ms. La Sola said the proposal could be enhanced by
permitting resisters to fulfill
their obligation whenever
they want to
"However, if they do
decide to work immediately.
I think the service should be
cut from three years to one
year." she said
About 45 per cent of those
who favored amnesty sup-

by enemy in highlands
SAIGON (AP)- Enemy
troops harassed South
Vietnamese forces in the
central highlands yesterday
In the Northern provinces.
Saigon forces claimed some
gains against Communist-led
infiltrators.
Most of the attacks in the
central highlands were minor
and aimed at rural villages
and hamlets, which are
protected by militiamen and
People's Self-Defense Force
units.
THESE forces, often poorly
trained and equipped, are an
easier target than regular
South Vietnamese troops.
Since the Communistcommand troops stepped up
their attacks Saturday, most
engagements have involved
these paramilitary forces in
actions from highlands
The South Vietnamese

claimed they killed eight
enemy soldiers near Thien
Giao in Binh Thuan Province,
about 100 miles east of
Saigon. No South Vietnamese
casualties were reported.
In a delayed report, a
military spokesman at Pleiku
said three U.S. soldiers were
wounded when a mine
detonated accidentally near
the headquarters building of
an advisory team compound
in Pleiku. None of the men
were wounded seriously.
Government spokesmen in
Pleiku said South Vietnamese
air force bombers destroyed
a large ammunition dump and
killed 50 enemy troops
Monday in raids against a
North Vietnamese camp in
the tri-border area of South
Vietnam.
Laos
and
Cambodia.

highlands is where allied
officials have for some time
predicted the enemy would
launch an offensive
In the far northern region, a
second day of fighting
erupted yesterday in Ihe Que
Son Valley. 20 lo 25 miles
south of DaNang.
The Saigon command
claimed 28 North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong troops were
killed with the help of nickelfiring U.S. helicopter
gunships.
No
South
Vietnamese casualties were
reported.

ported Tail's plan Only a little more than two per cent
favored a more severe proposal
Of the 52 2 per cent who
favored more lenient measures, about half were
inclined toward full
amnesty.
Mike McElwee, sophomore II A v said he was
totally in favor of full
amnesty.
"I BELIEVE the armed
forces are immoral and
dehumanizing,"
McElwee
said "Why should people be.
punished for committing a
crime they didn't do?"
One controversial aspect
of the Taft proposal is that it
does not include deserters as
well as draft evaders.
Almost three-fourths of the
students participating in the
survey said excluding
deserters was not necessary.
The possibility of granting
amnesty on the basis of the
resister's sincerity was
rejected by most students.
Almost two-thirds of the students said discriminatory
amnesty would not work.
"I don't think there's any
practical way you can do it,"
said J Michael Howell, junior (Ed.). "The way they are
now judging conscientious
objectors leads me to
believe that a system like
thai would be totally
unfair"
x

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

THE AREA in the central

JOIN THE Something Different -FOR-LUNCH-BUNCH!!!!
Luncheon Specials - from under $1.00
MON.-SAT.

•Sandwiches
lml/1 si/Ktl

• C0RNE0 BEEF
'ROAST BEEF
•HAMBURGER
•BAR B-Q BEEF

11 A.M. - S P.M.

•Fish*!.
Chips

-Sandwiches

lunch time it •

sottietiiing different
94b S. Main - 353 7675

(with lovpl

•GRILLED CHEESE
•EGG SALAD
• HAM AND
CHEESE

WANTED:
+ An Avid Interest In Social-Cultural Campus Activities.
4- A Desire To Make Positive Contributions To A Primary
Programming Organization
* A Knowledge Of And Ability To Effectively Represent
Student Opinion And Taste In A Wide Variety Of Program
Activity Areas

352-9014
1530 E. WOOSTER

ctnow.

S. Viet forces harassed

STADIUM VIEW

SUNOCO

said the Taft proposal would
be better if there were a
wider variety of service
alternatives from which to

OBJECT:
Fill 2 Positions As Dircctor-At-Large Of The Union
Activities Organization

CIGARETTES

COKES199CASE
OPEN 24 HRS.

LOUIE'S CLARK SUPER
100 SERVICE STATION
LEHMAN & S. MAIN

TW0 MINUTE
WALK TO
AD. BLDG.
CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS
JUST SOUTH OF BURGER CHEF
• NEW
• MODERN
• FURNISHED

• LARGE PARKING
LOT
• TWENTY BUSINESS
LOCATIONS
AT YOUR D00R

Now Leasing For Next Fall
PHONE

- PETITIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN UA0 OFF ICE—
-MOST BE BET0RNED BY WEDNESDAY. MARCH 1-

352-7365

352-9302
Several Vacancies for
Immediate Occupancy

352-4045
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Graduate student directs
masters thesis production
By Gale Bogle
Eatertaiament Editor
Discipline, concentration
and a feeling of devotion can
all be acquired through work
in the theater, according to
Ron Greer. graduate student

Cosf

"Tomorrow, From Any Window" concern* the effects of television on the middle

rehearses

class. It opens tonight at 8 p.m. in Joe E. Brown Theatre.

M/7es Davis-'Live-Evil'
B> Larry Kpkr
Mile- Davis i- famous (in
Constantl) searching l"i new
and unexplored areas ol
music I'e is probabl) ihr
biggest name in jaxi lodaj
and certainly tin* big
new wave musician
. Tin- live .illiiini is ihi' least
explorative ol Ins winks in
tome time imi Ihe emphasis
ben is mi cnntinuinfj work
<m recent developments m
the mush .il spectrum
Tin- album
features a
nuiiilu'i
ul
different
comtnii.ili<HI-- .il musk I.INS
bui the niHsi used musical

lineup features the less than
subtle
Kiiltai
ol
John
Mi l aughlin Gats BraU on
saxophom
Keith Jai rell s
piano work and Ihe Ihundei
ill llllllll lilt
Ol
.1 ,U k
lleJohnelte
THE SOUNDS are unlike
those evei M ted n) 99 pel
cenl
"i
normal
jazi
musicians and beyond thai
tried In .ill bul Ihe most
unique musical groups

into
Davis'
music like
drummei Klvin Jones did
wiih John i iiiii.nii' s group,

Review
II;MI

DeJohnette

remained

with I la\ i- longei

Mil..nik-'iiim s guitai
is
unenjoyable i» • iiu •■ ol in

nil-. LEADER'S playing,
continues in lie spectacular

insistent <■
'rplav, ing in
in.ins portions ul Ins work
Bart? "ii the saxes pi.us
with imaginative innovation
DcJohnetl
uld have in

11,. i
11 umpel woi k has
progressed .is much .is ihe
lyles ni in- evei changing
bands have evolved ovei ihe
voai s IV has not stood sidi.

either in thinking or playing
Miles Davis' music is
something which should be
experienced,
mil
talked
about Conrad Huberts says
(luring the cut "Inamorata."
that the music is ".
that
which description may never
justify
To the average listener,
the music of Miles Davis
ma) seem pointless noise
To (he rock listener, it
seems
innovative.
bul
obscure lint to the jazz
listener
used
to
Davis
methods, this album will be
iiiosl enjoyable
This album is available at
the University Bookstore

Joins Brownsville Station

Local drummer makes it
By Karl Brill
They are announced as
"the greatest ruck and roll
bend mi the face ul Ihe
patlh
and
il vmi don t
agree with them they don t
waul to he,it about il
So wh\ does somebody
want to he in the greatest
rock and roll band'
For
l.'cnn Week, il was jus| one
jump from ihe bais ol Howl
ing lireen lu the big lime
In the middle ol last
suiiiinei
Brownsville Sta
lion s old drummer was
Kplaced b\ Work who had
been working .is ,i "roadie"
taking i.ue ol (he bands
^uiiipiiient which is an Intel

and there are a couple others
ihai Ireallj dug
The last lime he played
with Kolgul was.it ihr Kesti
val ol Life in Mat and
before tli.it it was Ihe usual
bai s and 11 ap, he said

In general. Wei k seems a
good deal less impressed
with lilmsell Mi.in the nlhei
hand members are with
Ihcmselves The real ul Ihe
group is from \nn \rboi
and iliiln t
seem too

impressed
with
Week's
Bowling Green career

HE

TALKED

ABOUT

in theater
Greer is director of this
year's
masters
thesis
production.
"Tomorrow
From Any Window.' which
opens tonight at 8 p m in Joe.
E Brown Theater
Each year one masters
degree student is chosen to
direct a play from petitions
which are submitted, on the
basis of the petition, the
amount of experience the
student has and Ihe need for
experience
in
directing,
according In(ir
AFTER HE FINISHES
the play production itself,
Greer said he will have to
write a thesis on "all the
components of directing, the
background and research for
the play
According lo Greer, he is
interested in a careei in
directing and thinks he will
learn more by actually
directing than he would by
just writing a thesis, even
though it does turn oul to be

over. Every time shows new
things about the play."
I'e said as he reads, first
impressions fade and more
stable ones appear. As he
reads he said he begins to
see things in the play, and
"when you see things, that is
where you begin "
In this particular play
Greer said he had to analyze
both the technical as well as
the acting style because the
play depends heavily on
technical devices
THE AUDIENCE is also
an important factor in the
production,
according
lo
Greet He said the audience
changes
the
mood
and
atmosphere in Ihe theater
l,'e called the play a
"black comedy," and said

the audience should add such
things as laughter, which are
not
there
in
rehearsal,
changing the mood and
environment in the theater.
Greer said. "A lot of ideas
behind the play are on
voyeurism and the audience
become voyeurs in a way.
just as the characters are
voyeurs."
The play concerns the
effects
of
violence
in
television on the middle
class A wall has been built
between Ihe middle class
and the poor, who are trying
to tunnel under Ihe wall to
gel into the middle class
A FAMILY IN a high rise
apartment near the wall
watches the process because
their TV u out

Greer said he thinks the
audience should have the
opportunity to make up its
own
mind
about
the
problems presented by the
play concerning TV's effect
on the reality of perceptions
of violence and war.
The play
baffles the
audience a good deal of the
lime." Greer said
"A play becomes so much
you. opening yourself up and
saying, accept me or reject
me ' It's you because you've
interpreted it," Greer said.
According to Greer. he did
try to stress certain ideas in
the play, but it does confront
the audience on its own and
"hopefully forces them into
coming to some kind of
decision on it

more work
I'e said he was allowed to
choose Ihe play he directed
himself and he tried to pick a
play and playwright that
werenul so well known.
Grumberg is well known in
France
because
of
the
SIIK ess ol lliis play which
won Ihe Pans drama ei ittes
award in iMfiH. although he is
nol well known here
This play
Struck
me
mainly because it has a very
nightmarish qualitj and 1
like lh.il. ' he said
GREER SAID HE thinks
the play does lose something
in
translation,
and
he
changed
some
of
the
language ol
the
British
to Ity lo make Ihe language
mine universal
The first thing Greet said
he does when preparing to
direct a play is to "Start
reading the play over and

Ion Greer, graduate student in speech, was chosen to direct

director

this year's masters thesis production, "Tomorrow

From Any

Window."

joining Brownsville station
after stalling as a roadie
while the oilier guys seemed
to waul to keep u quiet
The concert in Toledo earlier lliis month was pretty
strange Brownsville Station
came out with little Christmas lights lighting up Ihe
guitars and the crowd went
mils
The only problem was that
I had seen them in June and
they did exactly the same
sel. practically note for note,
with the exception of their
single, which they have quit
playing since II never sold a
lot

ing wa\ to break into
show business
WECK WENT TO ihe
Universit) fui Iwu quarters
Before coming lu itowiin^
Green, he played in a band
called Ohio I'oMi'i in liowi
ing lireen he was drummei
foi the now defuni i Rotgul
Wei k said lh,it iiio-t ul ihe
musn i.ins in Bowling iiii'en
ail .tlkUll ,(\ ol agC |,.| ,| ,-o|
lege town I'owevei he said,
"Mike
Loom IS
and
Drummer Henry Week

THE MUSIC ITSELF was
fairly mundane it was loud,
but they have been loud It
rocked but other bands rock
harder
In (act Detroit with Milch
Ryder preceeded Brownsville Station in Toledo and,
even though Ihe crowd didn't
know it. Detroit did a much
more high energy set
Brownsville
Station
is
loud, crude and amazingly
commercial.
Alice Cooper does a riotous put on at the end of his
act where he throws a pile of
posters of himself into the
crowd Brownsville Station
took him seriously and did
the same thing, only without
realizing
how
stupid
it
looked
The act also included a big
routine with crowd hype
Like they would divide the
crowd up to sing along on a
"competitive"
trip.
The
problem is that the rap is so
over rehearsed that stage
hands could recite il word
for word.
ONE AUDIENCE member remarked that "everytime he said he wasn't bullshitting me, I had this feeling he was.'' After seeing the
same routine almost a year
ago. I agree
Henry Week seemed like a
nice guy And it'snice to have
someone from around here
make it success wise, but
Brownsville
Station
just
doesn't come close to what
its members think of themselves

H*wt>pn*+* wy NiP

Rock W
Rollers

BrewmvMe Station, a group from Ann Arbor, added Bowling Green drummer
Henry Week to the group loot summer
oenwf ftib m#ntti.

They performed in concert in
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"Where Thrifty Shopping
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THE PRICES IN THIS AD ARE EFFECTIVE NOW THROUGH NEXT MON.
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FLECHTNER

WHOLEORHAIF

SEMI-BONELESS

7Q(

ALLSIZES

COUNTRY STYLE

I BREAST QUARTERS

SMOKED HAM LB 10
/O llFRYERS

YOUNG
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49c
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Noodles
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DEL MONTE
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c
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Questionnaires sent to 4,000

HEW grant aids fertility study
Two University sociology
professors are working on
Ike second phase of a study
aimed at helping the U.S.
Department of
Health.
Education and Welfare
(HEW) develop ways to control population growth
Dr. II. Theodore Groat and
Dr Arthur G Neal are

collecting data from
questionnaires sent to more
than 4.000 married women in
the Toledo area.
The purpose of the study is
to find out why people have
the number of children they
do and what those numbers
mean to them
THE PROFESSORS are

working under the hypothesis that "women most
alienated have the most
unwanted pregnancies and
fertility."
Or Groat and Dr. Neal
made a preliminary study in
1963 Since then they have
been granted $110,000 from
l.'EWs Center for Popula-

Supreme Court refuses
review of Kent order
WASHINGTON (APl-The
Supreme Court declined
yesterday to review an order
that prohibited public statements by some 300 witnesses
who testified before a grand
jury on the May 1970 dis
orders at Kent State University.
The order was imposed by
two Ohio judges They also
prohibited demonstrations
and picketing "pertaining in
any way" to the grand jury
proceedings
In a terse ruling on an
appeal filed by the American
Civil Liberties Union, the
high court refused to reach a
decision on the validity of
the order on the grounds the
dispute is now legally dead
THE UNANIMOUS action
set aside a judgment by the
U.S. Circuit Court in Cincin-

nati that had upheld the
order and directed that the
suit be dismissed as "moot."
"It was not unexpected."
said Benson A Wolman of
Columbus, executive director of the Ohio Chapter ol (he
Civil Liberties Union, after
the high court announcement The Ohio ACLU had
filed (he original appeal
"The prosecution of these

cases has passed, the question is moot at this stage,
and we expected this decision," said Wolman.
He added that his group
plans to make a close study
of the Supreme Court decision before commenting further The appeal had been
filed in behalf of two students, Bruce King and
Wayne Fisher.

tion Research
in the
National Institute of Health
to collect and analyze data
for population control.
According to Dr. Groat,
the 1963 study was encouraging because of the differences noted in family size,
parents' ability to determine
the number of children they
will have, and the number of
children they really desire.
Last month, the professors
contacted the women they
had questioned in 1963. They
discovered that they had
been able to predict fairly
accurately the family size
and number of pregnancies
those women would have by
now.
Questionnaires sent out
this month to more than
4,000 Toledo women are
requesting information on
family size and history,
socio-economic status, number of unwanted pregnancies, and notions about

marriage and the family.
DR. GROAT predicted
they will release a preliminary report on this study by
next summer. However, a
final report will probably not
be ready for another two or
three years, he said.
Dr. Groat said the study
has been "fun" because it is
"not exactly pure research,
and it has implications in the
federal government."
The questionnaires have
received
"overwhelming
response," he said Women
answering the questionnaires have shown interests
in the study's results, he
said
The professors are receiving assistance in the study
from graduate and undergraduate students working
at the Center for Research
on Social Behavior, Fries
House. S Prospect Street

Rep. Otto Passman (D-La I
described it as fine.
The bill would appropriate
$2f> billion for military and
economic assistance, and $72
million for the Peace Corps,
a split between the Senate's
$77.2 million and the House's
$68 million
It would restore $86
million to the United
Nations' own foreign-aid
program for which the
House had cut all 1972 mon-

IT SPLITS the difference
between the Senate's nearly
full funding for the World
Bank and the Inter-American Development
Bank
(IADl and the House's
greatly reduced money for
them.
The World Bank would
receive $2117 million and
the IAD $123 million under
the compromise.
Proxmirc. head of the Senate conferees, said he did not
sign the compromise and
will not vote for it although
he said he expects the Senate
will pass it.
"1 think we caved in on
military assistance much too
much." he said.
He said the conferees
erred in gutting the Peace
Corps while continuing
public-safety programs,
including police and prisons
systems "which associates
this country with the worst
elements abroad
"And then we cut
multilateral
assistance
which is the way this country
must go."

projects

Finished products from photojournalism claim ore viewed by'
Bath Slovens, sophomore (AAS). Projects are on display in
University Hail showcases.

'

Funding compromise reached
WASHINGTON
(AI'lllouse-Senate conferees
agreed yesterday to a $:i 2
billion appropriation for foreign aid and related agencies
Sen
William I'roxniiri'
(D-Wis ) called (he figure a
real disap|M>iiitment. but

Photo

DAILY CROSSWORD POZZLE
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?

52
54
55
5*J
62

o( Ifi-uir

16 Seatonil songs:
2 words.
18 African
antelopes.
19 Aegean island.
20 Wise person.
21 Colors.
23 Keen and energetic.
24 Counly In NJ.
27 Kind o( sleek.
29 Bleak.
32 Fiowi-ring shrub.
34 Before.
35 Island east of
Java.
36 Window part,
37 Not al all.
39 Admiral:
Abbr.

63
64
65
66

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

■ill Selfish -in..N..ii

41 Refrain syllable.
42 Soap opera.

44

\AO\L.

t.'i Main idea.
47 River in (eVorgia
and Alabama.
18 Memenlo.
50 Former initials

11
12
It

of U.S. Army
branch.
Ameriean
playwright.
Mind the baby.
F.arth.
Holly, mistletoe,
•Mi
2 words.
Former name of
a rily in Spain.
Cift for a little
jirl
Made angry.
Fashion.
Women's group:
Abbr.
DOWN
Saint
Eight: Span.
Word expressing
action.
Peeks: Abbr.
Ancient
language.
Extreme.
Partiea.
Commune in
The Netherlands.
Subtle
emanations.
Gift for an
early riser:
2 words.
Be effective.
Existence: La..
Affectionate, in
a certain wav.

15
17
22
23
24
25
26
28
30
31
33
35
38
43
45
46
49
51
52
53
54

Girl of song.
Angles.
Cutting tool.
Weary.
Letters.
Backbone.
Gift for a
bride-to-be,
Aneurin of
Wales.
Gluck and
others.
Novelist father.
French man's
name.
16th cen. Italian
painter.
Author Ambler.
Gov't agency,
1918-51.
Walks labor.,
ously.
Curling.
Ancient chariot.
Under any
circumstances:
2 words.
Seventy-one:
Rom.
American: Abbr.
Santa's chimney

It

58
60
61

II

12

30

11

I

■ ■
■
■■

n

22

H

1

?»

1

32

34

"
"

i«

M

'
|'

40

u

I"

49

I50

S3

to

59

a
U

J

mphatlr.
Handle: Rom.
Antiq.
Nieuport's river.
Cords: Abbr.
Useful article.

SI

__■
■
■
61

"
"

P.M.* N T.a.S.M

El.. Ill nil

57

10

1

'

HK

1
?4

-

6

14

11

18

ACROSS
I November:
Abbr.
4 Underworld Rod.
9 Emr"
13 i .iii (or • boy or
girl: 2 words.
15 Gift (or • lady

1

N TJA

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

SCENE
T

■■

■ «Vr
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THE WIZARD OF ID

by Brant parkar end Johnny hart
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

WEDNITE-JlorlatUleCI

Wednesday Ken 23 1971

Alpha Gams - Mama's little
angels (t) - and they only
raise the devil on a Friday
nile and Saturday and...

Psllni, lot Psych Bldg 7 pm Graduate Training and Job
Opportunities for Psychology Students open 10all.
Woman's Health ft Physical Education Depart St
Mark's Lutheran Church Hall. I SO pm International
Folk Dance Its tree
Sociology Undergratuale Interest Group, Tall Room. 6
pro All sociology majors and minors are Invited to
attend
Women's Basketball Intramural. North Gym. Women's
Bid* 6 » » 30pm

FOR SALE OR RENT
Largest Inventory o( near ft
used furniture in this area
Kline's Used Furniture ft
Antiques Comer Rt 23 Bays
Rd Rislngsun. Ohio
Zenith stereo • 4 speakers good sound 1170 - 3S2O305
Call anytime-Mhrs

Ski Club. US Ed Bldg 130 pm
Women's Intercollegiate Lacrosse practice, beginners Ig *pm. experienced I M 30pm

Phi Mu HOPE Marathon
Auditions Need good talent
2-41M evenings between 11
• lorsBlo

Mother's helper needed by
(acuity couple, child. It
1 pm tarn dtaaer
have car. Ref Call
after3.35M3B

HEY STUDENTS! MIDNIGHT SHOW
2 BIO NIGHTS - FRI ft SAT. FEB. 25, 26
AU SEATS $2.00- B.O. OPEN 10:45
AUO Off N 11:30 SHOW STARTS MIDNITE

I NEED A MATE. I'm a
small Mack, Intelligent, kip
male dog looking lor a
female dog to swing wiuY
OBJECT: puppies, call 352

Hammond organ model 1-2
also Leslie spkr and 3 Shure
microphones Cheap' S3S 4th
St Apt 10
Apt to sublet summ 2 man
Ian. 2Ja S College ISO mo
Dave 352-«3 76
DONT FORGET - EVERY
WED NITE 3 (or I at the Cl
I bedroom Ian apt to sublet
June 1( or earlier I 352-53*2

M

I F roommate needed Spring
Second St MS CallSM-lOW

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
CRAFT BOOKS OF KINDS
at THE WORKING HAND
CRAFT CENTER 111
Coaneeut

F roommate needed urgent!
ITtymo Lois 353-HOI after I

DONT FORGET EVERY

One male roc

Apt sublet - I bedroom
ualura call SM-SfSS

to sublet Spr Qtr MO 10 mm
walk (mm campus 352-SOSe.
John
Sublet Wlnthrop
Terrace 1 bdrm all utl.
aircond 1145 SSI -SOW John
J rm lum apl $130 914 E
Wooster Mat June IS or
longer 6*8 2156 alter 3
Subletting apt lor Spring and
Summer Tsro man. private,
utilities paid Call 354 9763
after 5 pm
I men needed Spring Qtr.
Was as mo. now SO mo Call
Wei ot Doug SS2-07S3
Apartments and rooms. Bear
campus, Summer or Fall.
paone 353 7365
I M rmate Spr I Sum.
Wlnthrop N «U mo 352-5*79
1 F r-rnates needed lor
Sprang Wlnthrop SJ52-7H*
GREEN VIEW APTS renting
lor Fall. 1 1 I bdrm apis 9 A
12 mo leases Pool, rec. ft
laundry rooms. Ol roast
Serioas but swinging
management See Big John
S-*pm 352 llso

Prelerred Properties oilers
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
w. exclusive 4 D'I Club and
Cberryirood Rec. Center.
Model open 7 days a ark W
Mon Kn 1-S Sat and Sun
Napoleon Rd phone SS2JJ7J
or3U-7JM
I F rmte wanted Sp. Qtr.
Rent *S7 SO per mo Call 352

M
I F r male needed Spr Qtr
Call 352 7333
M roommate needed Spring
•SO, month csll J«7-37U
NORTH GROVE APTS 2
bedroom towobouse.
UNFURNISHED lit* per
mon
NINE MONTH
LEASES SSJ-SeSl or 353-SS4I
Trailer available. Sot-Sum
Clone to campus 353*37 4
M. roommate
Spr and'or Sum

(or

Now leasing
I and I
bedroom
apartments,
Sertng. Summer. Fall, low
rates * mouth teases
Really Co Sal-

Extra aice. Large. 2 bedroom
apts E. Marry St t" per
student, paone 3*2 73*5
F. re
call

372-2003

eded Spring

eatap by J seen *» sno aU

New
Number

Th. BG N.wi Wrdn.tday February 13, 1972/»«f* 7

Students perform dormitory room magic
By Teri Sharp

Jennifer
Hurst,
sophomore
(A&S).
"papered" the wall of her room in
Offenhauer Hall Using aluminum foil and
masking tope, Ms. Hurst and her roommate
transformed a corner of their room into a
lounge area.

Thousands of college students spend at least 12 hours
a day, nine months a year
bound by four walls.
Campus dormitories can
be brand new or as old as the
school's fight song. Whatever the age, rooms are
small and furnished
basically alike.
t
Most are equipped with
twin beds, study desks and
chairs, at least one lounge
chair, a chest of drawers and
closets. Then, of course,
there are windows and one
door, usually on opposite
walls.
Add two or three students,
clothes, books, tennis
rackets, and a television set,
and it's beginning to sound
like an interior decorator's
nightmare.
But it really isn't as bad as
it seems With a little
ingenuity students have conquered space limitations and
created environments that
suit both their needs and
personalities.
One-room homes abound
at this University where
about half of the 15,000 stu-

dents live on campus.
Although each room is typically "basic," no two dormitory rooms are decorated
exactly alike, even in the
same residence hall.
The challenge of dormitory room decorating begins
with the multi-purpose it
must serve. Can a single
room be a bedroom, living
room, kitchen and study?
University
students
emphatically say "yes!"
They've found that furniture does more than just
take up space. Beds are for
more than just sleeping.
Walls do more than hold up
the ceiling.
Most of the dormitory
rooms have "built-ins"built-in closets and desks
with shelves stacked above
for books and other paraphernalia. While it may cut
down the possibilities for
furniture
arrangement,
built ins do save yards of
space.
"Climbing the walls" also
applies to beds which can be
bunked to save floor spare
for other things, i
With a few throw pillows

Gas standards proposed
WASHINGTON
lAPt- The
Environmental Protection Agency
lEPAl proposed yesterday to require
the sale of unleaded low-octane
gasoline at most of the nation's gas
stations by 1974
At the same tune it proposed a
phased reduction in the lead content of
regulat and premium grades of
gasoline
The agency provided 90 day- [oi
comment on the pending regulations
and said it would hold public hearings
before making them effeel i^ c
The El'A estimated the rules would

increase gasoline prices by about 1.65
cent per gallon by 1980 over today's
prices lor regular gasoline. But it said
many of today's users of premium
gasoline would eventually switch to
lower grades and end up paying less per
gallon
EPA said the lead reductions
probably *ould require the petroleum
industry to invest about $2 billion more
than its expected investment of about
$32 billion in refinery facilities between
1972 and 1980.
Under the Clean Air Act of 1970.
emissions of carbon monoxide and

UAO seeks help

hydrocarbons must be reduced by 90
per cent in 1975 model cars, and
nitrogen oxides must be cut 90 per cent
by 1976
EPA Administrator William D.
Ruckelshaus told a news conference
Tuesday the most likely means of
achieving these standards would be the
use of catalytic converters, devices
containing chemicals which force
exhaust gases into reactions that
reduce the pollutants.
But these converters can be ruined by
lead, requiring more frequent and
costly replacement.

Put some 5ptce fn uoar life

in film scheduling
The Union Activities Organization (UAOI is seeking suggestions from students for movies it should schedule for the
1972-73 academic year
Eric Rosen, chairman of the UAO campus movie committee, said the group's goal is to • present to the campus
community as many high quality dims as possible "
"If students are willing to take the time to make suggestions, we will be in a better position to fulfill their
wishes." he said
F.^iitions or individual requests may be mailed or personally presented to the committee. UAO Office. Union.

Four residents of Anderson Hall stacked their empties in a criss-crossf.isluonon
a window sill The result: a
Venetian blind effect that
gives the men privacy but
saves the use oi artificial
lighting during the dayThere are also greenthumbed students who bring
their hobby to school Plants
not only humanize interior
design but provide diversity
of form and color as well
Rooms of those who aren't
"into agriculture" display a
lively assortment of posters-in all sizes, shapes and
colors-on what seems to be
every inch of available wall
space
Students have used
imagination and come up
with warm, liveable looms
that really are like home

CawHey •• Wejrwi Mmn

'Homey'

Amy Poltter, left, sophomore (B.A.), ond Kothy Heit,
sophomore (Ed.), also shore a room in Offenhauer. To make it
"homey", the women found a rocking chair and reclaimed a
telephone wire spool to use as a table.

PIZZA
ANEW

SLANT
ON GOOD

EATING

with a p'£za fron RRGL/fti'5.
fiftGLlfll'6 WOM & mftin .^ 3&a 757/

ALBERT R. BROCCOLI and HARRY SALTZMAN present

Sean tannery
James Bond 007"

or bolsters, twin beds are
magically transformed. No
longer just for sleeping, the,
daytime "sofas" provide for
a living-room atmosphere.
University students are
also ecology-minded and
many transform "nonretumables" into lively,
functional room additions.
Potato chip cans become
night stands and a perfect
place to store yarn and knitting needles Wooden spools,
once used for telephone
wire, become tables
Several enterprising young
men have transformed
empty wine bottles into
lamps and many use empty
beer or soft drink cans to
build stools or bookshelves.

WIN A
DIAMOND
PENDANT!

©€)PIXXAS(*>\S>
Historians have often wondered how Napoleon, although slight of build, was
such a tower of strength. While leaning on a few Italians during his
glorious campaign, Napoleon tasted a pizza - a new slant on good eating.
At Goodies & Groceries, Florence, a big wheel in pizza circles makes
the same old fashioned pizza that Napoleon discovered while roaming
through Italy. Mama Mia! It's Goodies & Groceries for pizza perfection.
Pick our pizza for imperial quality - Napoleon took Italy to get the recipe.

Cheese
Sausage
Pepperoni
Combination: Sausage & Mushrooms
Party: The Works - Giant 14" size Individual pizzas, regular — 20c

10"

12"

$1.00
$1.25
$1.25

$1.50
$2.00
$2.00
$2.25

$2.95

(^SANDWICHES e®
Eat them on the march or take them home to your hungry troops.

A Beautiful Original, 0.07 Diamond
Set in 14K, White Gold From
Klevers Jewelry Store

Ham

49c

Rueben on Rye

79"=

Ham & Cheese

55c

Chili Dog

25c

Fish

45C

Corn Dog

25c

C^BARB O ITEMS G£>
* Winner identifies the famous Bond
girls in'.the lobby of The Cla-Zel and
entry deposited at Klevefs Jewelers*

Whole Fryers
Spare Ribs

Forever

Q4ARLESGRAY
utu«ox.Pii«ri OTOU
jsatTKM autcuot .^.UKitiaijrai-niimairniH
^^.,mmi\mm^mmmfm
■.gums —.JHUMH

WSOETBa

THEATRE

No Purchase Necessary

n. w-een

69c lb.
$1.69 lb.

Smoked or Polish Sausage

$1.29 lb.

Baked Meat Loaf

$1.49 lb.

Treat your desserters right!
Goodi-Goodi Cones: Vanilla, Chocolate & Swirl - 15c or 25c

Enter the Contest Now —
You May Be A Winner!

Are Forever
JILLSTJOHN

Take home our bar b-qued meats to conquer any appetites'

SLUSH: Orange and Grape - 9 oz.

®

15c

VUIJH QUICK STOP KHOCERY SHOP
Goodies & Groceries is the quick, convenient way to shop. Just run in
when you run out of things. From canned goods to baby foods,
frozen foods to fresh fruits and vegetables, snack items to health and
beauty aids, you'll find what you need and find it fast. And you'll
find it at A&P's low supermarket prices. That's right - you pay no more
in our convenience store. So when you have a few odds and ends to get.
Goodies & Groceries is your fastest bet. When company comes and
the cupboard is bare, it's nice to know that Goodies & Groceries is there.

Gccni sfrU-c < n
CORNER OF MAIN AND NAPOLEON ROAD

Open daily, 11 to 11 - Sundays, 4to 10

Pag. B/Th« BG N>wi. W«dn»wloy. February 73, 1972

Frosh take 2-game
streak to Kent

Cold-shooting BG
tests Kent tonight
By JACK CARLE
Sports Editor
The cold-shooting Bowling
Green Falcons hit the road
today to meet Mid-American
Conference foe Kent.
The Golden Flashes are 614 overall but are 5-3 in the
conference, and still
entertain hopes of either
winning the title outright or
tying for it. But someone
else must beat leagueleading Toledo and secondplace Ohio University while
Kent must win the rest of its
games to have any chance
for the MAC crown
On the other hand, the
Falcons are on the bottom of
the league and have been
there all season long, as they
are 3-17 overall and 1-7 in the
conference
IN THREE of the last four
games, BG has been plagued
by cold-shooting In each of

these three contests, the
Falcons shot less than 30 per
cent from the field and even
though Bowling Green was
doing other things right, they
couldn't put the ball into the
basket
In an effort to gain more
fire-power, coach I'al Haley
will insert 64" guard Jack
Wissman into the starting
line-up in place of Tony Bell.
After 10 games, Wissman is
averaging 2 4 points a game
However, he is still feeling
the effects of burns he
suffered in a New Year's
Eve fire Wissman still has a
protective wrap on his light
shooting hand and has
problems with his timing
and with regaining his
shooting eve
WISSMAN WILL join Jim
Kindle, the Other Falcon who
was injured in thai lire, in
the backcourt
For Kenl. Kuben Vance

By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer

has been the main scorer
averaging about 18 points a
game, but he has received
help from Dwight Kenner (15
points a game) and Roger
Evans (13 points a game I
In their latest victory. 7569, over Western Michigan,
Vance, Kenner, Evans and
Floyd Jefferson all hit for
double figures.
The Golden Flashes are
always tough at home, and
the Falcons might have a
hard time getting back on
the winning trail tonight.

The freshman basketball
team will be going after its
third straight victory when it
travels to Kent State tonight
to tangle with the young
Flashes.
After coming off
successive wins over
Western Michigan and
Toledo, the BG yearlings
might find the going rough in
trying to extend their

Clubbers
nipped, 2-1

Bowling Green's club
Thi> h the way it's been almost all season for
hockey squad had about the
Pat Haley's Falcons. A case of too little too
same success as its varsity
counterpart last weekend,
late. Here Le Henson is out-reached by a
losing a close-checking
Marshall player.
match, 2-1 to Port Huron Jr
B
The club, now 11-6 on the
season, will close out the
campaign this weekend with
COLUMBUS (API The gets a berth in the NCAA three games in three days.
Mid-American Conference Tournament and will play an
Friday at 4 30 p.m. the
independent opponent in the club hosts the Detroit Jr. B
office has made plans for an
first round Mideast Regional team at the lee Arena, then
unprecedented three-team
playoff to decide its 1972 Toiirnainenl contest March plays the same team
II at the University of Saturday following the
basketball champion
for the Falcons ever in the
By JIM FERSTLE
If three teams tie, playoff Tennessee.
varsity match. On Sunday
('('(' indoor meel. Southern
There has nevei been a the club travels to Jackson,
dates would be March 6 and
Illinois won with 96 points
three way tie lor lust place Mich . to close with
Bowling Green's track
March 8. with Miami and
while Eastern Michigan
squad took third at the
Bowling Green the prime in the league's 25 years
I'illsdale College, a team
tallied 89 and BG finished
Central
Collegiate
There have heen several B(I beat earlier. 7-1.
sites
With 74
Conference Indoor Track
A coin toss would decide two ways ties, the last
Port Huron got a solo goal
Championships
at
which team would draw the coming in 1%.> when Ohio in the first |>eriod Friday and
However, the big news of
beat Miami. 50-48. in a made it hold up until the
Kalamazoo. Mich . while all
opening bye
the weekend was at the
American Sid Sink and Dave
playoff at Dayton.
third when Bob Schlilts
Olympic Invitational in New
If two teams tie for the knotted the score for BG.
Wottle won individual honors
TOLEDO LEADS the race
York where Wottle won the
in New York's Madison
title, the playoff game will Then with about seven
with a 6-2 record. Ohio U.
1.500 meters in 3 44.8. I!e
Square Garden last
has a 5-2 slate and Kent State be March 7 at Miami. minutes remaining Port
dove lor the victory as the
Howling Green "I Ohio Huron got what turned out to
weekend.
is 5-3
race required a photograph
The conference winner University
It was the highest finish
he the winning mark.
to determine the winner
iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiu
HIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMII

Playoff sked set

£jF%

&

Runners finish hi gh;
Wottle, Sink win in N. Y.

Fred R. Ortlip

if-.T '
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.
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SPOITS

Pssssssss...Falcon skaters deflated

Falcon hockey fans, coaches and players today are still
mystified, wondering how their team stumbled Hat on its
face last weekend against Ohio Slate
You can stop pinching yourselves' ii was no bad dream
The Falcon Machine, which pre\ lousl) had rolled up an
impressive 6-2 CCI'A record, an tight-game win streak and
16 victories in the last 19 games, suddenly coughed and
wheezed its way into a situation tailor made for a movie
plot
IN THE beginning of the season, when roach Jack Vh Ian
said he thought the league race would probably go clown to
the last weekend, he couldn't have been a better prophet. But
who would've ever imagined that with a mere weekend
remaining threeteamshaveclearshoisai the CCI'A Mag
St. Louis, on the strength ol 5 3 and 4 1 win- ovei Ohio last
weekend, brings a 7-3 mark to 111! it! ^^ Ohio Slate playing
perhaps its best hockey in history, takes a >> 4 record into
home and home matches with Ohio 11-91 Scramble it all
together and out comes one bi£ question mark
It appears BG will need two wins over St Louis to keep In
the running Then the Ol' Bobcats, whose lone win tins
season has come against OSU, would have to pick up al leasl
win No. 2.
BUT THERE are several olhei possibilities which could
occur. (After a season like this, 1 refuse to be startled) For
example, Ohio could sweep 0SU, then III! would need only a
win and a tie
Should both BG and OSU sweep Us opponents, each would
own 8-4 records and a tie for first But according to league
rules, the club that has the more goals scored on the other is
declared champ Naturally. Bowling Green has II goals
against Ohio State and Ohio State has II goals against
Bowling Green
That puts league officials in quite a quandary If, indeed.
BG and OSU do sweep their games this weekend Do you give
it to OSU because they beat BG three of four0 Or do the
Falcons get the nod because they've tallied more league
goals overall?
IF IT ALL seems trivial, it's not The first place flnishei
"gets" to play Ohio U in the first round of the CCI'A
tournament, while No 2--in this case- would play tough St
Louis.
Retracing our steps to the two games which put BG into
this whole mess-if you're looking for excuses, you're looking
in the wrong place. Above all the Falcons were victims of a
Buckeye team which played excellent hockey both nights.
The,Buckeyes haven't received much credit from this
comer throughout the season, which is at most, an oversight
Ohio s\ate did have its best team ever this year with nine
seniors on the club and a goaltender the pros will take a long
look at (Bill McKenziel They even won on the road for a
change
IF BOWLING Green looked a little disorganized to the
local fans Friday it was because Ohio State was doing some
forechecking and checking BG hadn't seen in a while "It
looked like they had 16 forwards out there.' said Vivian.
"They played as well as any team we faced this season
"They were all over us. They hung all over iMikei
Bartley's line, especially when the (Gordl Peters' line was
on the ice. If Hartley had gone to the John they'd have
followed him," Vivian said.
It was a little more than apparent Bowling Green wasn't
getting its usual measure of breaks. The Falcons outshot
Ohio State both nights. 39-25 and 37-36. but most just wouldn't
go In.
"WE MONT GET our good shots," said Vivian. "You

can t lake anything away from McKenzie. though I'll be
glad when that guy graduates In fact I'll personally go down
and hand him his diploma."
On Saturday the Falcons got little help from the officials
who. at times, appeared to be wearing the latest in smoked
glasses
"My bench penalty I late in the second period! indicates
what 1 thought of the officiating." said Vivian "It was the
first time I got a bench penalty in three years. But the
officiating was bad at both ends "
VIVIAN ONLY looked perplexed at how the machinery of
fate runs "There were about five guys cutting at that puck
when they got the tying goal (with over a minute remaining
in the game) If we'd have connected and cleared it. it
would've been our game. But they connected and it went in
'High! after we went ahead 3-2 (with 2 13 left in the
garnet. (Ron) Wise and (Bob! Watson had two great chances
to score, but couldn't That would've put it away. But they
come right down and tie it. It just doesn't seem possible
They easily could've been called offside (going down for the
lying mark I
"You can't have something like that happen without
getting down." he continued "Now we'll find out the true
character of our team. But we're on the rebound I wouldn't
want to be playing a team like us on the rebound right now
We've got nothing to lose."
THE FALCON coach could only stare at his desk "Ohio
State's always been a thorn in our sides Last year they
knocked tGordl McCosh out. This year they knock us
out. To see five years of work go down the drain, it would be
pretty damn easy to stay at home and play with the baby.
"But I'm not going to take this lying down. The team
might, but they'll be sorry. I will not lose to Ohio State. Since
I've been here we've been considered the No. 1 team in Ohio
We may not be No. I in Michigan or Wisconsin or New York
but we are in Ohio, and that's the way it's going to stay.
"If we can get the two defensemen and two forwards we're
after, who are as good as anybody, plus three of four others,
we'll be doing things next season," said Vivian, holding up a
filing box full of recruiting cards.
THEN HE BEGAN talking about the team which owns a
sparkling 20-9 record. "Did you see what (Brian) Celentano
did ' I'e cost us one goal but came right back and helped out
on another I'e sure gained a couple rungs in the ladder. I
haven't had much confidence in him this season. But he's
young and he likes to work. The (Steve) Sertich line (with
Jack Hoogeveen. Ron Stone) likes to work too. That Sertich
is really coming
"Pe didn't like the contact before but is starting to mix it
up a little Since that Guelph fight he's started to come
around." Vivian said
Then Vivian looked at the big chalk board completely filled
with personal statistics. "Watson, Wise and Bartley have
all doubled their outputs from last season. (Pete) Badour is
about the same. (Gerry) Bradbury is a little behind.
"(Steve) Ball's gonna be a comer. He's going to score. And
(Roger) Archer. We got him to replace Bill Koniewich and
he's doing the same kind of hitting, plus he's got five goals, 10
assists.
"Well, that's progress." Vivian gazed frustrated at the
floor. "And progress is the most important product... but
God..."
Aside to "Concerned Hockey Fan": Communication has
always been a two-way street. Some of your points are valid
but others need an explanation. You don't need to sacrifice
your anonymity. Just give me a call. A few things need
clarification.

SINK, HAMPERED by a
cold, struggled to second
place in the 3,000 meters
behind Canada's Grant
McClaren m806
Saturday. Sink and Wottle
rejoined their teammates al
Kalamazoo and added two
wins to help the team to
their third place finish
Wottle was able to anchor
the victorious two-mile relay
(earn of Itick Schnittker,
Bruce Vermilyea and Rich
Breeze to a new school
record of 7:39.5. Wottle's
anchor leg was at I 50.9 halfmile. He was also second to
Sink (858.51 in the two-mile,
while Steve Danforth
followed them both in fifth
place
THE ONLY other winners
were the distance relay
team of Schnittker, Dave
Fegley. Danfoith and Craig
MacDonald, whose 9:55.2
timing gave them the
victory
MacDonald and Danforth
both qualified for the NCAA
Indoor Championships in the
mile as MacDonald look
second in 4 05 I and Danforth
was fourth in 4 08
While Ted Farver broke
his school record in the 600yard dash with a 1:11.8 in the
prelims, he could only run a
1.12 in the finals, good for
third place.
Other placers were Luke

Rich Schnittker

Fullenkamp, fifth in the 440yard dash with 50.4, Breeze
third, in the 880-yard dash
with 1:55.1 and Bob'
MeOmber. sixth in the 1,000yard dash with 2:13.6.
The mile relay team of John
Helder, Fegley, Farver and
Fullenkamp was fifth in
3:21.9, and Jim Ferstle and
Tracy Elliott were fourth
and fifth in the three-mile
with times of 14:10.0 and
14:13.1, respectively.

Grapplers
smashed
Bowling Green's wrestlers
dropped a 32-12 decision to
Western Michigan last weekend in the last dual meet of
the season but finished their
18th straight campaign without a losing record.
Coach Bruce Bellard's
club-6-6 on the seasonpicked up wins in only three
divisions at Kalamazoo
Saturday in the gaudy loss.
Bowling Green's 190pounder. Dave Wolfe, pinned
Western's Pete Radewahm
in 35 seconds to put his season record at 8-1-1. Dennis
(i Neil at 142 and Steve
Taylor at 158 were the other
winners, both by decisions.
The Falcons now will point
toward the Mid-American
Conference championships
this weekend at the University of Toledo.

Swimmers
lose to AAU
The Falcon swimmers
were hardly a match for the
Miami Redskins last
weekend in Oxford. Miami
cooled Bowling Green by a'
761-.- :«'2 count to move its
record to 5-4. BG owns a 3-8
slate.
Grabbing only three firsts
the entire meet, Bowling
Green didn't have an
individual winner until Dave
Thomas stroked to a win in
the 500-yard freestyle in the
late going.
Pis winning time of 5:08.3
was close to his season best
of 5:05.5. Jim Williams was
the only other individual
winner for the Falcons in the
200-yard breaststroke with a
time of 2:24.3.
The only other victory
garnered by Bowling Green
came from the 400-yard
freestyle relay team of Steve
Breithaupt. Tom Wolff, Joe
Kiebowski and Thomas.
They were clocked in S:J0.1
to keep their season
unbeaten streak alive.
Earning second places in
the meet were Kiebowski in
the 100-yard freestyle. Ron
Rinaldl in the 200-yard
butterfly and Wayne Chester
in the one-meter diving
event.
The Falcons close their
dual meet season Friday
when they host Oakland
(Mich.) University at 7 p.m.
inthenaUtorium

winning ways. The young
Flashes are highly improved
team since their first game
with the Falcons, which they
lost. 106-71.
Kent State is coming off an
impressive victory over the
same frosh Rocket team
which BG beat last weekend.
In that victory, the Flashes
got an outstanding
performance from Ricky
Gates. Gates, a guard, had a
19-point effort against the
Falcons three weeks ago.
THE FLASHES are
scoring more points, playing
better defense, and just may
play the role of the spoiler
tonight. One of their main
objectives is to knock off the
high-flying freshmen.
Jeff Montgomery has been
the big gun for the yearlings
in their current win streak
The sharpshooting guard has
had games of 20 and 29
points. He is the man who
has made the offensive game
start to click.
The starting contingent is
playing a better defensive
game, by clearing the boards
and limiting their opponents
to less than two shots every
play.

THE PLAY of the bench Is
also getting stronger with
each outing. Leading the
way is Dave Turner, who has
come off the bench in the
last two victories, scoring 14
points and pulling down
seven rebounds. Ke seems to
give the frosh that added
spark they need to keep a
rally going
The freshmen are
currently 8-4 on the year and
have visions of finishing
without another loss. After
tonight's game, they will
close out their campaign
next Monday with a contest
against Aquinas College
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STUDENT SERVICES
TICKET

-S. ST.JEFF SHERMAN
president

„.

JACK BAMBERGER
vice president

BILL ARNOLD
cooidmaini ot academic attans

STEVE MILLER
coordinator ol state & community affairs

CHRIS McCRACKEN
coordinator of cultural affairs

PETE KOTSATOS
.lepieseniative to the Boaid ol Tiuslees

Since Student Council was abolished the newly lormed SB0
has placed new emphasis on SERVICE TO STUDENTS STUD
ENT SERVICES TICKET ISSTl is a su man team well oi
ganired and highly qualified, who lumly believe in Ihe con
cepl of student body organization and in then capacity lo
make it function in new and innovative ways
An illustration ol the SST's dedication to service and mno
vation is Jell Sherman's proposal for a STUDENT HOT
SHEET
Simple but effective a hot sheet' would be
readily available at various locations It would be dropped
into the campus mail and a response would be telephoned
to Ihe student within 24 hoois of his gripe
Another area of service to Ihe studenl provided by SB0 is
thai of the problem solving Vice Piesideni Jack Bambetger
» prepared lo listen lo studenl difficulties on eveiything
from dropping a course to making an academic appeal He
can ihen respond and help Ihe student find a solution
Bill Arnold iSST candidate for coordinator ot academic
affairs) is currently involved in a movement to modify the
language lequuement While this is only one ol Ihe ideas
lhal Bill has in mind he is listening for ideas that you nave
toi fuithei academic revision
Ihe Coordinafor of Slate and Community Allans is a newly
created position which requites oigannation analysis and
persuasiveness Steve Miller, a BGSU debalei foi two years
is specifically named in these areas and has spent conside:
able lime developing the concepl ot-this new position
Chns McCracken lyou know him from Mctracken ant!
James I has worked closely with ihe present Vice Piesident
of Cultural Allans Foi two years he has been invoked with
the National Emeriainmenl Conference No one is better
qualified to serve student needs in cultural affairs
The Representative lo Ihe Boaid ol Trustees must be jMe lo
effectively communicate the needs of the students lo the
boaid A candidate must have a thorough knowlpdge of
university functions Pete Kotsatos is this type ot peisor
Thiough peisonal .involvement on ihe Unive'rsity Assembly
ISM fete will inform the boa'd of student feehhgs
Vou have |usi read a bur' statement about
Then concerns do got stop Iheie They have many ideas
However each candidate is aware of Ihe necessity of keep
ing his mind open to your ideas As an orga
plan lo solicit you for youi
• "
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Vote loi the STUOEtv
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Pts.
14

»
12
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